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Jennie Grant has always wished to be a healer, but when her clan becomes involved in the violence

that has broken out across the Highlands, it shakes her belief in herself. She no longer knows if she

can work in a trade where life and death exist in such a fine balance. Desperate to clear her head

and spend some time away from the wounded men who crowd the sickroom in the Grant keep, she

travels to Lochluin Abbey for sanctuary. But even there, she cannot escape her calling. The abbey

sits on the land of the Cameron clan, and when the new chieftain is injured in battle, Jennie is the

only person capable of saving him.Though Aedan Cameron would sooner spend his life as a

scholar, reading and watching the stars, than assume a leadership role in his clan, his fatherâ€™s

untimely death forces his hand. To make matters worse, he is immediately called upon to ride into

battle to protect his land and his people. But everything changes for Aedan when a beautiful girl with

a mind as curious as his own heals him. Suddenly he realizes he is capable of becoming the leader

his father wanted him to be while still pursuing the stars. Aedan recognizes his soul mate in Jennie,

but can their love survive the mysterious threat to his land?
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Another winner in the Grant Clan series. I have read all the books in the series, my favorite being

Alex and Maddie's story. We get to see Alex play the overprotective big brother in this one. Not only

him but Loki is growing up fast and plays a big part as well in the book. If I had to guess I would say

we will be reading his story soon. Jennie Grant is a strong healer but she is plagued with vivid

nightmares that she believes are brought on by her talent. Alex agrees after seeking advice that

sending his sister to the Abbey could help heal her broken spirit. Bring on the Cameron.Aedan

Cameron has recently become laird upon the death of his father. He is determined to make his clan

proud and strong and there is no doubt once he meets Jennie Grant that she should be by his side

while he does so. It is a very romantic story and takes on a different approach from her other books

in the series. KM, IMO, always has an abused h and it is her healing within with the help from her

partner. This book has healing in it but with Alex Grant as a big brother Jennie was never physically

or mentally abused. The star gazing scene was my favorite part. What a romantic scene it portrays

laying under the celestial heavens next to a handsome highlander.There is also one part of the book

that gripped me tightly, it is when the Cameron has fallen and the pain Jennie endures at the sight

of her husbands unmoving figure while Alex tries to sooth her. They will not allow her to hold her

husband one last time and it is such a heart wrenching scene. Does this mean that there is no HEA,

of course not. Have no fear there is definitely a happy ending that does not disappoint and the

journey to get there is enjoyable. The villain in this book while psycho is not as evil as past ones and

the violence and torture is practically non existent. Enjoy!

l love this author!! Her writing keeps getting better and better. This has so many layers to it. Near

the last 1/4 of the book, I thought it was over, and BANG another twists happens and you're on

another journey.I love our H and h, I felt a connection to them immediately. It's nice that the

character's from the first book through this one and all the books in-between make an appearance. I

would like to say this is a stand alone, but it wouldn't be fair to you the reader. Because you will get

so much more out of the connections of all the character's if you understand the background of

each.This has so much warmth and love between all the siblings and the new character's. There is

alot of intrigue, suspense and will keep you on the end of your seat.I love how the romance builds

slowly. There is lovemaking, just descriptive enough and filled with passion. There is HEA, no

cliffhanger and the ending will be very satisfying. (ljb)

Keira Montclair does it Again. Fantastic story. I could not put this story down. Jennie Grant and



Aedaen Grant are two individuals who are smart and are longing to find someone who understands

them.Aedaen Cameron's clan have the responsibility to protect the abbey that is on their lands.

Lately there has been raids upon the surrounding clans. These raiders reaking havoc. His clan is

not very big, but they must defend their lands. He becomes the Laird of his clan now that his father

has died. Now he must step up and do what is expected of him. When he is injured and the healer is

there, he is memorized by her. He also remembers that several years prior he was shot in the arse

by a stray arrow. This arrow was shot by a pretty lassie who now he knows is the beauty in front of

him.Jennie Grant is the little sister of the infamous Laird Alexander Grant from the Grant clan.

Jennie is a healer who just does not want to do her duty anymore. She has horrific nightmares

because of what she does. She just cannot take it anymore, so her brother allows her to leave to the

Abbey of the Cameron Clan. When Jennie is there she is at peace. She is happy. The mother of

Laird Cameron comes to her because her son has been injured and she pleadsfor Jennie to help

him. How can she not ,when he is the Laird of the clan. When she meets him she feels things she

has never felt before. He seems to know what she is thinking. It is unsettling to her, but pleasantly

intriguing at the same time.These two characters will take you on a fantastic journey.

Another great read from Kiera. I've really enjoyed the Clan Grant stories and getting to know all the

characters in the clan. I particularly like catching up on other members of the clan as each new story

takes shape.While each book can be read separately, by reading them in sequence it provides the

reader with better understanding of the characters involved. I look forward to the last of the current

series before moving on to the lives of the children. Overall a great read for everyone who enjoys an

historical Scottish romance.

I need this refreshing highland romantic series to brighten up my day. Jennie and Aedan story

needed to be told like all the Clan Grant family. Worthy read, for any one whom desires too run a

mock thru the highlands of Scotland and dream of finding a handsome highland with board

shoulders welding a sword.
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